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  -  This is The Doxies' fourth studio
     release in as many years.

  -  Features new female drummer 
     and vocalist Phylshawn Johnson.

  - Recorded at Bridge Studio in
    Jamestown, MO, and mixed by 
    Tom Tatman at Catamount Recording
    Iowa City, IA.
 

The Doxies will tour extensively through
the US and UK this fall and plan to 
re-enter the studio in December.
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In Search of... the latest studio release from 
Columbia, Missouri's The Doxies has 11 rich
tracks based on solid cornerstones of alt-
country, vintage garage rock, and British Invasion 
era, Kinks-style Brit Pop.  The album features 
hook laden songs with catchy melodies and lush
harmonies.  These wonderful pop sensibilities are
juxtaposed by head nodding scorchers with 
enough guitar riffs and licks to milk a goat.

"(The Doxies) open up a rift in time and space when
college radio was the only true form of Alternative."
-Miles of Music

"The Doxies In Search of... has hooks at every turn.
Inevitable reference makers might cite The Replacements, 
Petty, or The Band.  Or not.  Regardless of the echoes of 
the past, the present dictates the future.  Continue your 
search with The Doxies."
- Jeff Sweatman, KBXR

"The Doxies has evolved from Uncle Tupelo's lost
little brother to its own wrecking machine, conjuring
The Kinks, Wilco, and Neil Young.  (In search of) is a
veritable and authentic amalgamation of classic rock,
indie-country, and Americana."
-Lindsey Spratt, Urban Pollution
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